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Tigers
Vocabulary

Predator - an animal that naturally preys on others.

Stalk  -   hunting

Stealth--cautious movement

Thrive--grow or develop well

Roar--a full, loud sound



Tigers

Vocabulary

Endangered--seriously at risk of extinction.

Habitat--the natural home of an animal or plant.

Destroy(ed)----ruin, kill

Disappear(ing)--go missing, impossible to find.

Decline--fewer, or less.



Write sentences using vocabulary words.

1.Lions and tigers are predators.

2.Tigers Stalk deer. Lions Stalk zebras.

3.When the tigers hunting other animals he hunting them stealth.

4.Tigers are Thriving in a rich habitat.

5.The tigers are roaring.               6.The tigers are endangered.

7.The house is my habitat .          8.Humans destroyed Tigers habitat.

9.Tigers are Disappearing.           10.Tigers number is in decline
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Tigers
Answer the following questions about tigers.

1.What colors are the tigers?

2.Tigers are mammals. What does it mean?

3.Tigers are carnivores. Explain how?

4.What does it mean:”Apex predators?” Explain

5. Can they run a long distance?

The tigers are black and orange 

Tigers eat meat 

No but they can run short distance

They are mammals because :They are covered in fur, they have the 
same body temperature and they feed their babies milk.

That mean they are on top of food chain.



Tigers
6. How do tigers attack their prey?

7. Where do tigers live? Countries?

8.How do they live?

9. Do tigers like swimming?Why?

10.Why are tigers endangered?

11. How to help tigers survive?

They stalk their prey, relying on stealth to get close enough to attack from behind.

Tigers live in India , China , Bhutan and Siberia.

 Tigers live alone . 

Yes,Tiger loves water and swimming to cool themselves 
off.

Because Humans destroyed Tigers habitat.

Protecting tigers from poachers increasing and improving their habitats and 
teaching people how to avoid conflicts with tigers.



Tigers

Food---Find 3-4 pictures of the animals that tigers eat.

Tigers are hunting deer Tigers are hunting buffalo Tigers are hunting rabbit Tigers are hunting monkeys



Tigers

Fill in the blanks.

__Tigers__is the largest cat on earth. Tigers are _mammals. 
They also run__fast__ a short distance. Tigers live in _India , 
China , Bhutan __and Siberia. Tigers live__alone_. Tigers

Can_hunt _.  Tigers love water and__swimming__. People 
are working hard to save tigers from _extinction__.



Tigers

Write a paragraph (5 sentences ) about tigers.

Tigers are  the largest cats on earth.Their color is orange and black.They 
are mammals.They are carnivore.They like to swim .They live a alone.



Tigers
What did you like about tigers? Add pictures.

I like the tigers shape and color

I like tigers because they are strong



Tigers

1- Tigers live between 20-26 years in the wild.

2- Cubs are born blind and only open their eyes 1-2 weeks after birth.

3- Cubs start learning to hunt at six months of age but stay with their 
moms until they are about 18 months old.

4- Tigers are stalk and ambush hunters; they lie in wait slowly creeping 
towards their prey until they are close enough to pounce.

5- Tigers communicate using scent markings, visual signals and lots of 
sounds like roars, growls, snarls, grunts, moans, mews and hisses.

5 facts about tiger


